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Report To
The Mississippi Legislature

A Compliance Review of the Landscape Gardener
Licensure Examination Processes

October 29, 1998

The Bureau of Plant Industry, a division of the Mississippi
Department of Agriculture and Commerce, regulates the professional
service of horticultural and floricultural work (i.e., landscape gardening),
primarily through examining applicants for licensure.  The bureau’s
licensure examination processes are not valid because they do not fully
comply with recognized testing standards for professional regulatory
agencies.  As a result, the bureau cannot ensure that it is licensing
individuals who possess the necessary knowledge and skills to provide
competent landscape gardener services in Mississippi.

The PEER Committee



PEER:  The Mississippi Legislature’s Oversight Agency

The Mississippi Legislature created the Joint Legislative Committee on
Performance Evaluation and Expenditure Review (PEER Committee) by
statute in 1973.  A standing joint committee, the PEER Committee is
composed of five members of the House of Representatives appointed by the
Speaker and five members of the Senate appointed by the Lieutenant
Governor. Appointments are made for four-year terms with one Senator
and one Representative appointed from each of the U. S. Congressional
Districts. Committee officers are elected by the membership with officers
alternating annually between the two houses.  All Committee actions by
statute require a majority vote of three Representatives and three Senators
voting in the affirmative.

Mississippi’s constitution gives the Legislature broad power to conduct
examinations and investigations.  PEER is authorized by law to review any
public entity, including contractors supported in whole or in part by public
funds, and to address any issues which may require legislative action.
PEER has statutory access to all state and local records and has subpoena
power to compel testimony or the production of documents.

PEER provides a variety of services to the Legislature, including
program evaluations, economy and efficiency reviews, financial audits,
limited scope evaluations, fiscal notes, special investigations, briefings to
individual legislators, testimony, and other governmental research and
assistance.  The Committee identifies inefficiency or ineffectiveness or a
failure to accomplish legislative objectives, and makes recommendations
for redefinition, redirection, redistribution and/or restructuring of
Mississippi government.  As directed by and subject to the prior approval of
the PEER Committee, the Committee’s professional staff executes audit and
evaluation projects obtaining information and developing options for
consideration by the Committee.  The PEER Committee releases reports to
the Legislature, Governor, Lieutenant Governor, and the agency examined.

The Committee assigns top priority to written requests from individual
legislators and legislative committees.  The Committee also considers
PEER staff proposals and written requests from state officials and others.
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Introduction

The PEER Committee authorized a review of
the Landscape Gardener licensure examination
processes pursuant to the authority granted by
MISS. CODE ANN. Section 5-3-57 et seq. (1972).  The
Bureau of Plant Industry, a division of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and Commerce, is responsible
for developing and administering examinations for
the licensure of landscape gardeners.

Overview

The Bureau of Plant Industry regulates the pro-
fessional service of horticultural and floricultural
work (i.e., landscape gardening), primarily through
examining applicants for licensure.  The Bureau of
Plant Industry is responsible for developing and
administering examinations to ensure that licensed
individuals possess the entry-level knowledge and
skills needed to provide professional landscape gar-
dening services in Mississippi.

The bureau’s current landscape gardener
licensure examination processes are not valid be-
cause they do not fully comply with recognized test-
ing standards for regulatory agencies.  An exami-
nation process is considered “valid” if it accurately
tests applicants for the knowledge and skills neces-
sary to competently perform work in the profession.
Recognized testing standards require that regula-
tory agencies provide documentation of all facets of
the examination to provide evidence that the tests
are valid, reliable, fair, and legally defensible.  The
bureau does not have adequate testing procedures
to provide evidence of valid licensure testing.  Be-
cause of this, the bureau cannot assure the public
that it is licensing individuals who can provide com-
petent landscape gardener services.

Also, the bureau does not maintain adequate
security over licensure examination information to
assure that no applicant has an unfair advantage.

The bureau allows test developers to conduct test
preparation sessions sponsored by the Mississippi
Nurserymen’s Association prior to each examina-
tion.  The test developers’ involvement in prepar-
ing applicants for the licensure examination has the
appearance of impropriety.

Recommendations

1. The Legislature should amend MISS. CODE
ANN. Section 69-19-9 to require the Bureau
of Plant Industry within the regulatory office
of the Department of Agriculture and Com-
merce to administer examinations that mea-
sure job competency and comply with profes-
sional testing standards such as those advo-
cated by the Council on Licensure, Enforce-
ment, and Regulation (CLEAR).

2. The bureau should improve licensure proce-
dures to insure that the examinations mea-
sure job competency and comply with profes-
sional testing standards such as those advo-
cated by the Council on Licensure, Enforce-
ment, and Regulation (CLEAR).  Specifically,
the bureau should:

(a) ensure that the licensure examina-
tions measure landscape gardener
entry-level knowledge and skills and
discriminate between competent and
incompetent candidates;

(b) develop written test administration
procedures to provide candidates with
standardized test administrations; in-
formation on test scoring and content;
and a plan for accommodating candi-
dates with disabilities which complies
with the 1990 Americans with Dis-
abilities Act;

(c) statistically analyze test results to
determine which examination ques-
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tions need revision to ensure that the
test is measuring appropriate knowl-
edge and skills;

(d) develop written procedures to ensure
uniform test scoring and due process
to candidates relating to test scoring
concerns; and,

(e) develop written procedures for re-
sponding to possible test security
problems and contracts with profes-
sionals involved in test development
or review to ensure that they do not
engage in preparing candidates to
take licensure examinations.

For More Information or Clarification, Contact:

PEER Committee
P. O. Box 1204

Jackson, MS  39215-1204
(601) 359-1226

http://www.peer.state.ms.us

Senator Ezell Lee, Chairman
Picayune, MS  (601) 798-5270

Representative Tommy Horne, Vice-Chairman
Meridian, MS  (601) 483-1806

Representative Herb Frierson, Secretary
Poplarville, MS  (601) 795-6285



A Compliance Review of the Landscape Gardener
Licensure Examination Processes

Introduction

Authority

The PEER Committee authorized a review of the Landscape
Gardener licensure examination processes pursuant to the authority
granted by MISS. CODE ANN. Section  5-3-57 et seq. (1972).  The Bureau of
Plant Industry, a division of the Department of Agriculture and
Commerce, is responsible for developing and administering examinations
for the licensure of landscape gardeners.

Purpose

In conducting this review, PEER sought to determine whether the
bureau’s examination processes comply with professional standards for
regulatory testing to ensure the licensure of competent landscape
gardeners.

Method

In conducting this review, PEER reviewed state laws relating to the
operations of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce.  PEER also
reviewed Bureau of Plant Industry rules, policies, and procedures, along
with committee meeting minutes, records, and other documentation.
PEER interviewed Bureau of Plant Industry staff, advisory board and
council members, state agency personnel, and representatives of other state
boards and associations.  PEER also obtained and reviewed literature and
relevant publications and materials from other state agencies and
associations and Fiscal Year 1998 examination and financial documents.

Overview

The Bureau of Plant Industry is a regulatory division of the
Mississippi Department of Agriculture and Commerce.  The bureau
regulates the professional service of horticultural and floricultural work
(i.e., landscape gardening), primarily through examining applicants for
licensure.  The Bureau of Plant Industry is responsible for developing and
administering examinations to ensure that licensed individuals possess the
entry-level knowledge and skills needed to provide professional landscape
gardening services in Mississippi.  The bureau’s current landscape



gardener licensure examination processes are not valid because they do not
fully comply with recognized testing standards for regulatory agencies.  An
examination process is considered “valid” if it accurately tests applicants
for the knowledge and skills necessary to perform work in the profession
competently.  Recognized testing standards require that regulatory
agencies provide documentation of all facets of the examination to provide
evidence that the tests are valid, reliable, fair, and legally defensible.  The
bureau does not have adequate testing procedures to provide evidence of
valid licensure testing.  Because of this, the bureau cannot assure the
public that it is licensing individuals who can provide competent landscape
gardener services.

Also, the bureau does not maintain adequate security over licensure
examination information to assure that no applicant has an unfair
advantage. The bureau allows the test developers to conduct test
preparation sessions sponsored by the Mississippi Nurserymen’s
Association prior to each examination.  The test developers’ involvement in
preparing applicants for the licensure examination has the appearance of
impropriety.
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Background

Regulation of Landscape Gardener Services

Mississippi has regulated landscape gardener services since 1938 by
providing for the licensure and certification of individuals who perform
horticultural and floricultural work as a professional service.  Landscape
gardeners in Mississippi generally include owners, employees, agents, and
contract workers of gardener centers, nurseries, independent lawn and
gardener services, or independent landscaping services.  The Legislature
gave the Commissioner of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce
the ultimate responsibility for regulation of the profession and established
the Plant Industry Advisory Board to provide for professional input into the
regulatory process.

Authority and Responsibility for Regulation

The Commissioner of the Mississippi Department of Agriculture and
Commerce has authority, through MISS. CODE ANN. Section 69-19-1, to
make rules and regulations to govern agricultural professional services in
Mississippi.  The Bureau of Plant Industry, a regulatory division of the
Department of Agriculture and Commerce, is given the responsibility to
administer and enforce the rules and regulations of the professional
services defined in MISS. CODE ANN. Section 69-19-5.  The Bureau of Plant
Industry is charged with the regulation of landscape gardening in
Mississippi to protect the public from risk of fraud or bad faith services that
may cause harm to the public, animals, or the environment.  Individuals
cannot practice professional services such as horticultural and
floricultural work--“landscape gardening” in Mississippi--unless they are
licensed by the Bureau of Plant Industry.

Scope of Regulation

MISS. CODE ANN. Section 69-19-5 (c) defines horticultural and
floricultural work (i.e., landscape gardening) as “receiving fees for
landscaping and setting of plants or for the sale of any plants for which the
seller contracts to render future services.”  In determining the scope of its
regulatory responsibilities, the Bureau of Plant Industry has interpreted
the professional service of landscape gardening to include those individuals
advertising landscaping services or drawing landscaping designs and
setting plants with a contract or an agreement to provide future services.
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Organization

State law requires that the Plant Industry Advisory Board, composed
of representatives of the agricultural and horticultural interests of the
state, approve all Department of Agriculture and Commerce rules and
regulations before they are deemed in effect.  In 1991, the Plant Industry
Advisory Board created the Ornamental Horticulture Advisory Council to
advise the bureau concerning the ornamental horticulture industry in
Mississippi.  The council is a professional organization consisting of nine
persons certified or licensed by the bureau to provide professional services
within the horticulture industry.  The council advises the bureau on the
regulation and licensure of landscape gardening.  See Exhibit 1, page 5, for
an organizational chart of the regulation of landscape gardener practices
in Mississippi.

Qualifications and Licensing of Landscape Gardeners

The Bureau of Plant Industry administers the regulatory program
for landscape gardeners by reviewing applicant qualifications and
requiring that qualified applicants pass a licensure exam before being
licensed to practice.  The Bureau of Plant Industry designed the licensure
process to insure that only qualified applicants having a certain level of
knowledge and expertise provide landscape gardener services in
Mississippi.

Required Qualifications

To be a licensed landscape gardener in the state of Mississippi, the
bureau requires that applicants provide documentation of meeting one of
the following criteria to take the licensure examination:

• applicant must be graduated from a recognized college or
university with at least fifteen semester hours or the equivalent in
the field for which the individual is requesting a license;

• applicant must have not less than two years of college or university
training with special training in the field for which the individual
is requesting a license;

• applicant must be at least a high school graduate, and have had, in
addition, at least one year of experience with a licensed operator
within the past two years; and,

• if the applicant does not have a high school education or its
equivalent, the individual must be able to furnish proof of at least
two years’ experience with a licensed operator within the last three
years.
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Exhibit  1

 Schematic of Participants in Landscape Gardener Regulation in Mississippi

Bureau of Plant Industry

Director/Deputy Director

Plant Industry Advisory Board 

(created by statute to advise Mississippi Department 
of Agriculture and Commerce and approve the 

commissioner's rules and regulations)

Branch Director 

(in charge of landscape gardener 
licensure and regulation)

Ornamental Horticulture 
Advisory Council 

(created by the Plant Industry 
Advisory Board and members are 

elected by MNA to advise the 
Bureau of Plant Industry)

Mississippi Department of 
Agriculture and Commerce 

Commissioner

SOURCE:  PEER analysis of the Bureau of Plant Industry landscape gardener regulation.

NOTE:  Dashed lines (-------) indicate lines of communication. 
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Licensure Examination

Applicants must receive a passing score on the written landscape
gardener examination and be bonded for at least $1,000 to guarantee work
or future services before being licensed by the Bureau of Plant Industry.
The examination for licensure is critical to the regulatory process to ensure
landscape gardener competency because the bureau does not currently
require licensure renewal or additional training for continued licensure.

The Bureau of Plant Industry licensed the first landscape gardener
in July 1938.  The bureau’s annual reports 1981 to date show that the
bureau has issued 529 licenses to landscape gardeners in Mississippi.
Although more licenses may have been issued prior to 1981, the bureau
provided no documentation to PEER of such.  Exhibit 2, below, shows that
the bureau has licensed over half (315) of the reported number of licensees
within the last five fiscal years.   Currently, the bureau has 479 licensed
landscape gardeners actively practicing professional services within the
state.

Exhibit 2
Number of Landscape Gardener Licenses Issued 

(From FY 1982-FY 1998)

FY 1982-FY 1993

40%

60%
FY 1994-FY 1998

SOURCE:  PEER analysis of Bureau of Plant Industry licensure data.

214

53

FY 1998

62

FY 1994
FY 1995

FY 1996

FY 1997

57
54

89

The bureau also issues identification cards to landscape gardener
employees permitting them to work under licensed landscape gardeners
and solicit business or represent the licensee, the landscape gardener, to
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the public.  The bureau does not test or track the number of landscape
gardener employees in the state.

Landscape Gardener Revenues and Expenditures

The Bureau of Plant Industry’s revenue for the regulation of
landscape gardener services is from general fund appropriations.  The
bureau does not collect fees for examination or licensure activities.
Although bureau personnel do not separately report landscape gardener
expenditures, the bureau estimated that in FY 1998, it expended $77,044 for
the regulation of landscape gardener services.  See Exhibit 3, below, for the
bureau’s FY 1998 estimated expenditures for the regulation of landscape
gardeners in Mississippi.

In FY 1998, the general funds were expended for the salaries of
administrative staff and inspectors; travel compensation for the
investigation of complaints; contractual services for janitorial and copier
repair services; test administration commodities such as paper, pens, and
postage; and maintenance of vehicles and office equipment used in the
regulation of landscape gardener services.

Exhibit 3

Estimated Landscape Gardener Regulatory Expenditures
(For Fiscal Year 1998)

Categories of Expenditures
Estimated

Expenditures

Salaries,wages, and fringe benefits $62,203

Travel 1,033

Contractual services 11,064

Commodities 2,680

Equipment 64

     Total $77,044

SOURCE:  Bureau of Plant Industry. 
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Bureau of Plant Industry Licensure
Examination Processes

Regulatory agencies have a responsibility to function on behalf of the
consuming public, who pay fees for services received from regulated
professionals, to license competent individuals for practice.  Regulation
through examination processes can be deemed adequate if the testing
processes are valid.  Valid testing practices insure that the test is
measuring the knowledge and skills needed for the profession.  Since the
professional service of horticultural and floricultural work (i.e., landscape
gardening) is regulated, according to state law, to protect the public from
fraudulent services, PEER sought to determine the adequacy of the
bureau’s licensure examination processes for landscape gardeners.

Do the bureau’s examination processes comply with professional standards
for regulatory testing to ensure the licensure of competent landscape
gardeners?

Because the bureau’s examination processes do not fully comply with
professional testing standards which require a valid measurement of the
needed skills and knowledge for professional practice, the bureau cannot
ensure it is licensing individuals who can provide competent landscape
gardener services to the public.

In order to determine the adequacy of the bureau’s examination
processes, PEER compared the bureau’s examination procedures to
recognized testing standards for regulatory agencies.

Recognized Testing Standards for
Professional Regulatory Agencies

Since the examination process is an important role of regulatory
agencies, PEER researched licensure and assessment literature and found
that the Council on Licensure, Enforcement, and Regulation (CLEAR)
provides standard professional testing practices for regulatory agencies.  In
summary, these standards address test development; test administration;
statistical analysis and research; scoring and reporting; and, examination
security.  (See Appendix A, page 16, for further details regarding each of
these areas.)  Although these standards have been formalized and
disseminated by CLEAR, they are consistent with testing practices
advocated by other national organizations, such as the American
Educational Research Association, the American Psychological
Association, and the National Council on Measurement in Education.
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CLEAR’s testing practices
serve to develop valid and reliable
examination procedures for
regulatory agencies.  A regulatory
agency should have documentation
of the development and
standardization of the procedures
and rationales utilized in the
examination processes to provide
evidence of valid and reliable testing.
Valid testing is essential for the
bureau to maintain that
occupational performance standards
are measured and complied with for
licensure.  Reliable testing allows
regulatory agencies to license
consistently those applicants who
are determined competent for
professional practice.

The Council on Licensure,
Enforcement, and Regulation

(CLEAR)

CLEAR is an international
association with over four hundred
members which serves to improve the
quality of professional regulation to
enhance public protection.  CLEAR’s
standard testing practices provide
practical assistance to regulatory
agency members to aid in licensing
competent applicants.

CLEAR is an affiliate organization
of the Council of State Governments,
which provides information and other
services to government officials to aid
in management and policy decisions.

SOURCE:  Council on Licensure,
Enforcement, and Regulation
(CLEAR) and the Council of State
Governments.

If tests are not valid and
reliable, the bureau may license
incompetent applicants or deny
competent applicants the
opportunity to begin practice.
Without documentation of testing
practices, the bureau is unable to
justify current testing and may be
subject to potential lawsuits by
candidates who have been restricted
from practice.may be subject to
potential lawsuits by candidates who
have been restricted from practice.

Exhibit 4, page 10, summarizes the components of CLEAR’s
professional testing standards and whether the bureau’s testing processes
complied with those standards.  CLEAR’s standard testing practices
address the examination components of test development; test
administration; statistical analysis and research; scoring and reporting;
and examination security.  See Appendix A, page 16, for a detailed
description of CLEAR’s standards for regulatory testing.

Following Exhibit 4 are brief explanations of CLEAR’s five
components of professional testing standards.  The bureau’s testing
practices did not fully comply with the standards.
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Exhibit 4
Bureau of Plant Industry’s Compliance with Standard Testing Practices
Components Actions Needed to Meet

Testing Standards
Did the Bureau Follow

the Professional Testing
Standards?

Test
Development

Analyze skills and knowledge required
for landscape gardener competency

Partially.
(See page 11.)

Ensure test includes questions on each
necessary landscape gardener skill

No.
(See page 11.)

Set a valid passing score based on entry-
level knowledge and skills

No.  (See page 11.)

Develop oral, practical, and essay exams
with standard answers that can be
consistently graded

Partially.
(See page 11.)

Test
Administration

Provide applicants with detailed
information on testing times and dates,
test content, test site conditions, grading
procedures, and disclosure of test scores to
applicants

Partially.
(See page 12.)

Develop a written plan for accommodating
candidates with disabilities which
complies with the 1990 Americans with
Disabilities Act

No. (See page 12.)

Develop written test administration
procedures to ensure consistent testing
conditions

No. (See page 12.)

Statistical
Analysis and
Research

Analyze test results to determine which
test questions need revision to ensure the
test is measuring appropriate knowledge
and skills

No. (See page 13.)

Scoring and
Reporting

Ensure that tests are graded and tests
results are reported to students in a fair
and uniform manner

Partially. (See page 13.)

Examination
Security

Ensure secrecy of test questions in
advance

Partially.  (See page 14.)

Maintain test materials in secure
locations

Yes.   (See page 14.)

Ensure students have no access to tests
during printing, storage, transportation,
and distribution and develop procedures
for responding to test security problems

Partially.
(See page 14.)

Note:     Appendix  A, page 16,  provides detailed explanations of the standards for landscape
gardener testing.

SOURCE: PEER analysis of the Bureau of Plant Industry’s current testing practices in
comparison to standard testing practices.  Test practices listed above
summarize the recommendations for licensure testing developed by the
Council on Licensure, Enforcement, and Regulation (CLEAR), which is
affiliated with the Council of State Governments.
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Bureau of Plant Industry’s Compliance with
Recognized Testing Standards

Test Development

• The bureau does not ensure that the licensure examination tests the
knowledge and skills needed to be a landscape gardener.   In addition,
the exam’s 70% passing score is not based on the minimum level of
knowledge needed to practice landscape gardening.  The bureau has
arbitrarily selected 70 as the cut-off score for passing the test, even
though it does not necessarily represent the needed level of competency.

Based on CLEAR standards, test developers should document the
details of what a landscape gardener should be able to do to be competent,
test the skills and knowledge needed to be a landscape gardener, and set the
test’s passing score at the minimum competency level.

Currently, the landscape gardener examination consists of forty-four
plant-listing questions, twenty short essay questions, and a design drawing
of plant selections for landscaping the exterior of a residential house.  Two
Mississippi State University (MSU) Plant and Soil Sciences professors
developed the current landscape gardener examination through a review of
community college suggestions, landscape gardening textbooks, and other
landscaping educational materials.  The professors revise portions of the
exam quarterly from a pool of landscape gardener test questions that they
developed from their review of community college suggestions and
landscape materials.  Although the professors may be experts in their field,
they have not developed the exam according to standard testing practices
for regulatory agencies.

The bureau does not have records to verify that it analyzed and tested
the skills and knowledge needed to practice landscape gardening in
Mississippi.   In addition, the bureau did not set the test’s passing score at
the minimum skill level needed to be a landscape gardener.
Documentation of analysis and skills tested is needed to provide evidence of
valid testing.  A test’s passing score should be decided by the test developers
through their review of needed skills and set at the minimum level of skills
required to practice landscape gardening in Mississippi.
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Test Administration

• The bureau’s examination process fails to provide test administration
information, such as test format or scoring procedures, to applicants
prior to examination.  Failure to provide exam information to applicants
could hinder applicants from performing at their optimal testing level
and may unnecessarily restrict applicant access to the field of landscape
gardening.

Based on CLEAR standards, test administrators should send
applicants information on test content and how the exams will be graded.
The test administrators should also develop written test administration
procedures to ensure consistent testing conditions and approve a written
plan for accommodating candidates with disabilities which complies with
the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act.

Currently, the Bureau of Plant Industry administers the landscape
gardener examinations on the second Tuesday of each quarter in a
calendar year at the Mississippi State University campus in Starkville,
Mississippi.  The bureau does not have written procedures for test
administration, but bureau personnel informally notify the applicants of
test procedures during test administration.  In addition, the bureau does
not have written procedures for accommodating applicants with
disabilities, but bureau personnel reported that they assess applicant needs
on a case-by-case basis.

The bureau sends applicants for licensure written information on the
availability of study materials from the Mississippi State University
Extension Service for the examination but does not routinely inform
applicants in advance of the detailed subject categories which would be
included on the test, the test format, administration policies and
procedures, or scoring method.

The only source of detailed exam information is provided in a
preparation session offered by the Mississippi Nurserymen’s Association
(MNA) since October of 1997.  The MNA test preparation sessions are
promoted by the bureau and conducted by the MSU professors that
developed and grade the licensure exams.  (See page 14 for additional
information concerning the MSU professors’ involvement in grading and
preparing students for the examination.)  The sessions are currently held
on the Sunday afternoon prior to each scheduled testing at the Mississippi
State University campus.  The sessions include a review of horticultural
practices, plant identification, state law, and examination study materials
provided by the Mississippi State University Extension Service.  Although
this practice may convey information about the nature of the exam, not all
applicants elect to pay $100 to attend a four-hour test preparation session.
Prior to October of 1997, MNA did not offer the study session to applicants,
but of the applicants sitting for the exam since October of 1997, less than
30% have attended the sessions.  As of July of 1998, twenty-eight applicants
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have attended the training sessions, resulting in approximately $2,800 in
revenue for MNA.

Statistical Analysis and Research

• The bureau does not statistically analyze test results to determine which
examination questions need revision to ensure the test is measuring the
appropriate knowledge and skills.

Based on CLEAR standards, test developers and reviewers should
analyze the results of tests to determine whether test questions need to be
revised or even omitted.  For example, if a test item is repeatedly missed by
applicants, statistical analysis of the test would identify the item for review
and possible revision.  Test results should be analyzed to help establish the
reliability and validity of the examination.  The bureau does not currently
perform any statistical analysis.

Scoring and Reporting

• The bureau’s test graders do not use a standard grading key to ensure
uniform scoring of the licensure examinations.  Also, the bureau does
not have written procedures to ensure the candidates and avenue of
recourse relating to test scoring concerns.

According to CLEAR, test developers and graders should set fair and
uniform practices for the scoring and reporting of examination results.
Methods should be established, through grader training, to identify
acceptable and unacceptable responses to test items on a consistent basis.
Also, standard due process procedures should be provided to test candidates
to allow candidates to review test results and address testing concerns.

Currently, the developers of the examination also grade the
examinations.   (See page 14 for additional information concerning the
MSU professors’ involvement in developing and grading the examination
while preparing students for the examination.) The MSU professors
reported that they grade the examinations according to their own
knowledge and skills--i.e., there are no predetermined standard answers
for the short essay questions or landscape drawings.  Although the
professors reported that they recheck examinations before giving a failing
grade to an applicant, the lack of standard grading procedures, such as a
standard grading key, could result in test scoring varying from exam to
exam.  Also, bureau personnel report test results privately but do not have
written procedures to ensure the candidates due process (i.e., standard
procedures or an avenue of recourse for applicants to discuss questions
relating to test administration or scoring.)
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Examination Security

• The bureau allows test developers to conduct test preparation sessions
which may result in disclosure of test information.  This practice not
only constitutes an appearance of impropriety, but potentially creates a
security problem by allowing preparatory course participants access to
test information not available to others.  The bureau does not have
written procedures for canceling or rescheduling exams if a security
problem is discovered.

CLEAR standards state that test developers should ensure that test
writers and reviewers do not disclose test questions to students in advance.
Specifically, question writers and reviewers (e.g., test graders) should be
“required to affirm that they will not engage in preparing candidates to take
the examination.”  Test developers should also keep test materials in secure
locations; ensure that no students have access to the tests during printing,
storage, transportation; and have written procedures for responding to test
security problems.

Since October of 1997, the bureau has allowed the two MSU professors
to conduct MNA test preparation sessions prior to each examination.
According to the MSU professors, these sessions include a review of the
MSU Extension Service test study materials and general horticultural
practices.  Because the MSU professors developed and grade the test and
consequently have information on its content, the professors may give an
unfair advantage to applicants taking the MNA test preparation sessions.
While PEER detected no evidence to suggest unfairness, test standards
require that test developers and writers not prepare candidates for
licensure examinations.  Also, because the test developers could divulge
actual questions or specific test materials in such preparatory sessions, the
test developers’ involvement in test preparation activities may constitute an
appearance of impropriety.

Currently, the bureau limits access to testing materials and requires
that examinees present photo identification or the bureau’s test notification
letter prior to testing to verify examinee identity.  While these measures
improve exam security, two other test security practices of the bureau
greatly weaken its testing program.  First, the bureau does not have written
procedures for canceling or rescheduling exams if a breach in security is
discovered.  Second, the bureau allows its exam developers to provide test
preparation training to applicants.
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Recommendations

Legislative Recommendations

1. The Legislature should amend MISS. CODE ANN. Section 69-19-9 to
require the Bureau of Plant Industry within the regulatory office of the
Department of Agriculture and Commerce to administer
examinations that measure job competency and comply with
professional testing standards such as those advocated by the Council
on Licensure, Enforcement, and Regulation (CLEAR).

Administrative Recommendations

2. The bureau should improve licensure procedures to insure that
examinations measure job competency and comply with professional
testing standards such as those advocated by the Council on Licensure,
Enforcement, and Regulation (CLEAR).  Specifically, the bureau
should:

(a) ensure that the licensure examinations measure landscape
gardener entry-level knowledge and skills and discriminate
between competent and incompetent candidates;

(b) develop written test administration procedures to provide
candidates with standardized test administrations; information
on test scoring and content; and a plan for accommodating
candidates with disabilities which complies with the 1990
Americans with Disabilities Act;

(c)  statistically analyze test results to determine which examination
questions need revision to ensure the test is measuring
appropriate knowledge and skills;

(d) develop written procedures to ensure uniform test scoring and
due process to candidates relating to test scoring concerns; and,

(e)  develop written procedures for responding to possible test
security problems and contracts with professionals involved in
test development or review to ensure that they do not engage in
preparing candidates to take licensure examinations.
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Appendix A

Standard Testing Practices in the Recommendations of the Council on Licensure, Enforcement, and Regulation (CLEAR)

Test
Development

1.  Job analysis involves researching the knowledge and skills needed for overall job competence.  State laws and
regulations related to the specified job, such as the scope of practice, are considered in the test design to ensure that the findings
are consistent with law.
2.  Test specifications are commonly known as the blueprint for the examination.  A table of specifications contains an
outline of the content, the number of questions, and type of questions for the examination.  Documentation should exist to show
how the job analysis led to the test specifications.
3.  Developing Objectively Scored Examinations- (A) The process of question development involves identifying experts in the
specified job, training them in test development, and evaluating their work to create well-written test items.  (B) Assembling
an examination form involves selecting and reviewing test items as a set.  It is important to ensure that the selected items do
not contain clues to answering other questions on the examination.  (C) Standard setting refers to the process of determining a
minimum passing score.  The process is standardized and documented to ensure the set score reflects minimally acceptable
job competence and is legally defensible.  (D) Timing the examination refers to setting a time limit for examinees to
complete the testing process.  The limit should be consistent with any job analysis findings and should ensure that a
minimum of 95% of the examinees complete the examination.  (E) If an outside agency is used to print and distribute the
examinations, the security policies of these agencies must be reviewed and documented.
4.  Developing oral, practical, and essay examinations should be done only if the job analysis indicates that the skills and
abilities cannot be assessed through multiple-choice examinations.  The administration and scoring of the oral, practical,
and essay examinations are designed and standardized to ensure that evaluated behaviors can be clearly elicited and
objectively evaluated.

Test
Administration

1.  Prior to testing, a candidate bulletin is distributed to the examinees to explain testing procedures (e.g., location, materials
needed) and the specific content to be covered in each subject area tested.

2.  Candidates taking the examination who have qualifying disabilities under the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act must
be appropriately accommodated when they sit for the examination.
3.  An Administration Manual provides procedural information to test proctors to ensure similar test administrations.

Statistical
Analysis &
Research

1.  Question Analysis-A. Item difficulty refers to the number of examinees who correctly answered a test question. B. Item
discrimination refers to the extent to which a test question is correctly answered by high-scoring candidates and incorrectly
by low-scoring candidates.



2.  Test Analysis-  A. The mean score is the arithmetic average of the test scores.  Changes in the mean may indicate a
variance in the testing procedures or in the examinees' capability.  B.   Score standard deviation is a measure of the
dispersion of the examination scores.  If candidate scores range from very high to very low, the standard deviation will be
high.  If the candidate scores are all clumped near the mean score, the standard deviation will be low.  C.  Test reliability
refers to the level of consistency associated with a given candidate’s test scores.  The indices range from 0 to 1.0.  Higher
reliability indices are interpreted to mean that we can have a great degree of confidence in the accuracy of each candidate’s
score.  D.  Standard Error of Measurement (SEM) describes the variability of the test scores due to imprecision associated with
the examinations.  The test developer would want the SEM to as low as possible.  E.  Score frequency distributions show the
number of examinees that achieved each score.  The distributions allow the test developer to view any changes in achievement
from group to group.
3.  Test Equating is a process of ensuring that the reported scores from all test forms have the same meaning.  Test equating
accounts for differences in the difficulty of alternative test forms.

Scoring &
Reporting

1.  Standardized score scales are used to report the results of examinations that are equated.  The use of score scales helps to
assure that the same reported scores have the same meaning and interpretation from form to form.

2.  Reporting the results of testing to failing examinees is required.  It is a standard practice to provide failing candidates
with a diagnostic breakdown of their strengths and weaknesses.

Examination
Security

1.  Experts that participate in the writing and review process should sign a contract that obligates them to maintain the
confidentiality of the examination questions to which they have access.

2.  The Question pool, potential test items, should be maintained in a database which is secure and to which access is permitted
only with appropriate access and password recognition.  Files should be given coded file names to obscure the file contents.
Ideally, the data files should be encrypted.
3.  Documentation should be created and maintained related to the storage and disposal of materials used during the testing
process.
4.  The agency selected for book printing should provide documentation of its security measures.  Examination booklets
should be uniquely numbered to provide a means of accounting for all booklets at all times.
5.  Secure storage should be provided for the materials sent to the examination proctors.
6.  Examination materials should be transported only by traceable carrier such as Federal Express.  The U. S. Mail is
considered untraceable.
7.  Planning for the examination administration should include responses to potential security problems.

Note:  The professional testing  practices are in compliance with the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing developed by the American
Psychological Association, American Educational Research Association, and the National Council on Measurement in Education.

SOURCE:  PEER review of the Development, Administration, Scoring and Reporting of Credentialing Examinations:  Recommendations for
Board Members  by the Council on Licensure, Enforcement, and Regulation (CLEAR) and related information provided by Dr. Lee Schroeder,
President of Schroeder Measurement Technologies.
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